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Spear Phishing and FSpear Phishing and FSpear Phishing and FSpear Phishing and Familiarityamiliarityamiliarityamiliarity    
So what is Spear Phishing exactly?  It’s a newIt’s a newIt’s a newIt’s a newerererer    form of sophisticated phishing which tform of sophisticated phishing which tform of sophisticated phishing which tform of sophisticated phishing which thriveshriveshriveshrives    on on on on familiarity.familiarity.familiarity.familiarity.  This 

type of attack is in contrast to older methods where the target is invited to click a random link sent out in bulk 

emails. Unlike traditional phishing, which is mostly conducted through spam, spear phishing aims at a very specific 

target of companies and individuals. Although this technique has been around for quite a while now, it always 

seems to find a way to infiltrate and expose companies or individuals going undetected by traditional firewalls 

and other screening technologies.   

 

Profiling Profiling Profiling Profiling ––––    It’s easier than you thinkIt’s easier than you thinkIt’s easier than you thinkIt’s easier than you think        
The hackers usually begin by gathering information about you, the targetthe targetthe targetthe target.... This can be done very easily and quickly 

through publicly available information that we share in social media sites like Linked-In, Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram and even your bio from your company website.  Hackers search for personal information like your 

interests, job, hobbies and associations. Once the attacker assembles your profile, you will get a “personalized” 

email, something referring to you as “Hello John Doe” instead of “Hello Random Earthling”.  Because you have 

been unknowingly profiled for a period of time, the attacker will communicate in a very personalized, seemingly 

harmless and familiar tone.  This unfortunately results in the target letting down their guard, even momentarily, 

resulting in a win for the hacker.   

 

The costs can become significantThe costs can become significantThe costs can become significantThe costs can become significant    
A stark example of just how disastrous phishing can be is the case of Ubiquiti networks and their $46.7 million 

loss. This attack was carried through This attack was carried through This attack was carried through This attack was carried through by means ofby means ofby means ofby means of    employee impersonation.employee impersonation.employee impersonation.employee impersonation. Requests were made to transfer funds 

in an incremental and non-suspicious manner into a company subsidiary located in Hong Kong.  From there, funds 

were then transferred into overseas accounts that were held and controlled by the hackers.  These transfers were 

made by Ubiquiti employees themselves, tricked from legitimate-looking requests and look-alike domains. [1] 

This case demonstrates how easy it is to trick people into spear phishing scams.  Because of the natural tendency 

for people to simply abide to higher ranks requests during the course of a hectic work day with many deadlines, 

it’s easy to see how this can happen. Even a company as large, successful and sophisticated as Ubiquiti is not safe.  

In addition to monetary losses, companies that are attacked can be exposed to reputational damage, regulatory 

scrutiny, fines and additional oversight as well as loss of confidence by the company’s customers.  

 

 

    

    



Bad aBad aBad aBad actors ctors ctors ctors are rare rare rare relentlesselentlesselentlesselentless    and tand tand tand they hey hey hey aaaarererere    eeeeverywhereverywhereverywhereverywhere    
Because of the nature of these sophisticated and disguised types of attacks, the hackers do not have to give up 

with their target if they are not successful with the first attempt.  They can simply alter their attack by trying a 

new angle, entry point, vulnerability or target within the organization and start over. TTTThey only need to hey only need to hey only need to hey only need to be be be be 

successful successful successful successful onceonceonceonce. . . . Regularly it’s the weakest link in the chain in the organization that allows the hackers to enter 

and exploit the organization.  As these attacks increase in frequency and sophistication, traditional defenses 

(employee training, firewalls, IP address blocks and monitoring technologies) are becoming less effective.   

    

Disaster at the top of the food chainDisaster at the top of the food chainDisaster at the top of the food chainDisaster at the top of the food chain    ––––    “C Suite“C Suite“C Suite“C Suite”   ”   ”   ”       
The next case shows that being higher up into the hierarchy doesn’t mean you’re safe.  In fact, you are less safe, 

you are the prime target.you are the prime target.you are the prime target.you are the prime target.  By way of example is the case of Soluntiary, which is a security services provider.  

Soluntiary provided security solutions to a wealthy CEO who bought a new BMW every three years. A hacker 

obtained information about this buying behavior and sent the CEO an email to the CEO’s personal email account 

claiming to be the local BMW dealer.  Within the email was a survey and a statement in which it claimed that he 

had won a discount for the next purchase.  Once the CEO opened the personal email, a virus quickly spread to his 

work email address and computer.   From there, the virus sent an email (from the CEO) to each of the employees 

inside the company.  What’s chilling is that the subject line in the email stated that the company was being 

acquired resulting in almost certainty that all of the recipients would open the infected email.  The outcome was 

disastrous as it shut down the company for the next three days. [2] 

 

“This will never happen to me” “This will never happen to me” “This will never happen to me” “This will never happen to me” is not enoughis not enoughis not enoughis not enough    and it’s a misconception and it’s a misconception and it’s a misconception and it’s a misconception     
The fallacy that this will never happen to me or my organization is shortsighted and dangerous. Everyone including 

companies (small & large), C-suite executives, employees, individuals and servers are the target.  For the hacker For the hacker For the hacker For the hacker 

it’s effortless and it’s effortless and it’s effortless and it’s effortless and it’s it’s it’s it’s a numbers a numbers a numbers a numbers game.game.game.game.  They can send out thousands or as few as one targeted email a week.  

They know that someone will eventually grab the bait. It only takes someone having a bad day, perhaps a groggy 

morning or meeting deadlines late in the day who lets their guard down, even if only momentarily.  Once this 

happens, personal and company data is compromised, services are terminated, money is confiscated, reputations 

are impaired and business are shut down for days if not permanently.   

 

A A A A 3333rdrdrdrd    partypartypartyparty    defense defense defense defense ----    Your DigitalYour DigitalYour DigitalYour Digital    WitnessWitnessWitnessWitness    
How does one defend against this fraudulent activity that is growing exponentially? Uledger’s 3 Factor3 Factor3 Factor3 Factor Event Event Event Event 

Based AuthenticationBased AuthenticationBased AuthenticationBased Authentication solution insures that you know with certainty who you are communicating with. Within 

Uledger’s suite of services, all of your electronic communications including your authentication activities are 

encrypted at rest, immutable, permanent and logged to your dedicated ledger.  The benefits include crucial 

assistance in audit, compliance, litigation, e-discovery while improving business continuity and mitigating social 

engineering attacks.    

 
[1] http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/spear-phishing-real-life-examples/ 

[2] http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-spear-phishing-20140521-story.html 
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